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Most historical writing from university-based
historians  of  the  past  two to  three  decades  has
shattered  the  myth  of  peaceful  conformity  that
was once believed to characterize North America
in the early decades of the Cold War. Many schol‐
ars in Canada and the United States have firmly
established  that  the  culture  of  the  Cold  War,
which stressed the conformity of the nuclear fam‐
ily, also established a repressive environment for
women,  gays,  lesbians,  and  a  host  of  social  ac‐
tivists who wanted to challenge the status quo. On
the  specific  issue  of  sexuality,  authors  such  as
John Sawatsky,  Daniel  Robinson,  David Kimmel,
Tom Warner, Larry Hannant, and filmmaker José
Torrealba have exposed the particular workings
of how the Canadian state explicitly targeted ho‐
mosexuals  as  security  risks  in  the  1950s  and
1960s, using a host of methods to weed homosexu‐
als out of the military and civil service, including
the ill-fated Fruit Machine.[1] Gary Kinsman and
Patrizia  Gentile’s  The  Canadian  War  on  Queers
thus contributes to a reasonably well-established
branch  of  historiography  on  sexuality  and  the

Cold War. The authors seek to “disrupt the master
narrative of heterosexual, hegemonic mainstream
Canadian history” (p. 4), although one might rea‐
sonably  contend  that  this  narrative,  at  least  as
taught  in  university  classrooms,  was  both  chal‐
lenged and altered many years ago. 

The  central  issue  of  Kinsman  and  Gentile’s
work is  the long-running national security cam‐
paigns in Canada which constructed queers as se‐
curity risks and in so doing both reinforced par‐
ticular discourses of the Canadian state and het‐
erosexual  hegemony,  reinforcing  dominant  con‐
ceptions  of  “normal”  sexuality.  Although  their
main focus is on the security campaigns that be‐
gan in the 1950s and largely tapered off  by the
1980s,  they  argue  that  this  same discourse  pro‐
vides the underpinning for the current discourses
around national security in the “so-called war on
terror” (p. xiv). The authors view the entire con‐
cept of national security as an ideological practice
which  must  be  challenged  and  confronted.  In‐
deed, this is both a work of scholarship and ac‐
tivism,  heavily  informed by  Kinsman’s  personal



history as an anti-Stalinist Marxist queer activist.
The institutional ethnographic approach taken by
the authors is shaped by a desire to demonstrate
the resistance of queers to these national security
practices, partly to illustrate their agency, but also
to provide a model for future activism and resis‐
tance. 

Methodologically,  The  Canadian  War  on
Queers is largely shaped by bottom-up social his‐
tory approaches,  informed by Gramscian theory
on hegemony, Foucauldian analyses of power, and
Dorothy Smith’s Marxist-feminist models of insti‐
tutional ethnography. In addition to reading tradi‐
tional written texts such as RCMP security docu‐
ments and Cabinet texts “against the grain,” the
authors place their main emphasis on interviews
with thirty-six gay and bisexual men and ten les‐
bians whose lives were affected by these security
campaigns.  Through  these  interviews,  they  at‐
tempt to explore the social relations and organiza‐
tion  of  Canada’s  Cold  War  national  security
regime, and illustrate the impacts that this regime
had on the lives of their interviewees. 

Familiar  with  the  existing  literature  on  the
RCMP security surveillance of queers, I was quite
eager to read this book. Confident that the materi‐
al would be of great interest for my students, I or‐
dered it, sight unseen, as a book review title for a
third-year  post-World  War  II  Canadian  history
course  that  I  was  teaching  in  the  Winter  2010
term. Although there are many strengths in Kins‐
man and Gentile’s analysis of this period of histo‐
ry, this book proved challenging in ways both ped‐
agogical and editorial. This is not because of the
content,  which  my  students  found  quite  com‐
pelling.  However,  at  about  460  pages  in  length,
plus endnotes, this is not a quick read. This would
be less of a concern if it were not for the fact that
the book would have benefited from a firmer edi‐
torial hand in more than one respect. 

The Canadian War on Queers, as noted above,
draws on an extensive array of  theoretical  con‐
cepts. However, it is possible, even with advanced

theory,  to  provide  too  much explanation.  While
the  subtle  nuances  of  Trotskyism  are  likely  of
great interest to Kinsman (pp. 282-283), an explo‐
ration how this  related to  the operations of  the
League for Socialist Action’s activities did not con‐
nect substantively to the book’s arguments. Nor,
to  cite  just  one of  many other examples,  was it
necessary  to  spell  out  that  the  term  “mapping”
was  not  being  used  “in  its  colonial/imperialist
sense of mapping out the world for colonization,
control and division from above”(p. 29). Too often,
it felt as though the authors were trying to defend
every  terminological  choice  from  an  imagined
radical left-wing critic, to the point that these defi‐
nitions and justifications became both distracting
and irritating. 

The authors also made an explicit decision to
include longer than normal extracts from their in‐
terviews, justifying this on the basis that they “did
not wish to decontextualize” (p.13) the quotes that
they were including. This was part of an overall
effort to let the interviewees tell their own stories,
“constructing  knowledge  together”  (p.  37)  with
their sources, in order to allow for alternative in‐
terpretations  by  readers,  instead  of  imposing
their  authorial  interpretation.  So,  rather  than
briefly citing one source regarding the process by
which civil servants were asked by the RCMP to
identify  photographs  of  suspected  homosexuals,
and then indicating that this was repeated in sev‐
eral  interviews,  the  authors  provide lengthy ac‐
counts from half  a dozen interviewees.  This ap‐
proach does  show the slight  differences  in  how
these encounters with the RCMP played out, but at
the expense of feeling extremely repetitive. This
pattern repeats itself throughout the book. In this
respect, the book reads as if the authors could not
decide between putting together an edited collec‐
tion  of  oral  histories  to  be  used  as  primary
sources for future research, and writing their own
analytical work. The end result is a very long final
product  in  which  the  overarching  narrative  is
constantly interrupted by long stretches of verba‐
tim extracts  from oral  histories,  often causing a
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reader to forget what the point of the individual
section had originally been--a repeated observa‐
tion of my student readers, with which I do not
disagree. In an effort to not decontextualize short
quotes from their interview context, the entire se‐
quence of  lengthy block quotes  becomes decon‐
textualized from the arguments and narrative of
the book. The stories of these individuals are cer‐
tainly  gripping  and  revealing,  but  publishing  a
scholarly book and an oral history collection sepa‐
rately or as companion volumes might have been
the prudent approach in this case. 

Although the total number of interviews con‐
ducted for this book represents just a small frac‐
tion of the thousands of men and women whose
lives were affected by the national security cam‐
paigns against gay men and lesbians, they clearly
provided a wealth of information. The Canadian
War  on  Queers is  the  most  comprehensive  ac‐
count of  the treatment of  queers by the federal
civil service, the RCMP, and the military, covering
the broadest time span of the current literature.
Readers will get a clear sense of the variety of tac‐
tics and approaches employed by those seeking to
marginalize queers from the Canadian state, and
how those tactics shifted in response to queer re‐
sistance,  changing social  mores,  and the protec‐
tions of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The
authors demonstrate a  certain amount of  queer
resistance to these practices, although their main
focus is on the processes of exclusion. As the au‐
thors note,  by the 1970s,  openly gay individuals
were increasingly permitted to remain in civil ser‐
vice jobs, and the RCMP’s activities switched to a
greater focus on surveillance in place of security
purges.  Curiously,  the  authors  almost  appear  to
get upset or angry when the RCMP underreported
the size of queer rallies, or dismissed groups as in‐
significant threats to the Canadian state (pp.267,
269),  and Kinsman in particular is  disappointed
that the RCMP claims to not have a file on him (p.
xv). This seems to be at odds with the authors’ ar‐
gument that state surveillance of radical  groups
was just as pernicious an activity as the security

panels and purges. It is as if the authors feel that
their groups were unforgivably neglected by the
security establishment that they loathe so much. 

The rejection of the ideology and practice of
national security (p. 457) is a central premise of
Kinsman and Gentile’s work, as is the belief that
one can draw tight linkages between the war on
queers and the contemporary “war on terror.” In
this latter respect, the connections between these
two campaigns are not explicitly drawn, and the
final chapter, which deals with contemporary is‐
sues, is insufficiently tied into the main narrative
and arguments.  In  regards  to  the  former asser‐
tion,  many  readers  will  likely  find  the  authors’
contention that the state does not have the right
(or responsibility) to engage in any form of sur‐
veillance to monitor potentially subversive activi‐
ties to be difficult to accept, unless they also con‐
test  the  legitimacy  of  the  contemporary  state.
Readers may also find the authors’ assertion that
blackmail  of  queers  was  an entirely  unfounded
fear to be debatable. Although I would certainly
agree with the authors’ contention that the Cana‐
dian state  did  little  to  improve  a  social  climate
which was hostile to queers, it is difficult to sim‐
ply disregard the case of “Alice,” who quit the civil
service rather than submit to a promotion-related
security check that might have led to her or her
partner  being  “outed”  to  family  members  (pp.
422-424). Although the interviewees cited by Kins‐
man and Gentile may not know of any successful
blackmail cases by subversive agents, the case of
Alice  and  the  colleagues  she  cites  suggests  that
blackmail was possible, as not all queer individu‐
als  would  necessarily  have  quit  their  jobs,  and
thus  risk  outing  themselves,  rather  than  reveal
government  information.  The  authors  refuse  to
even acknowledge this as a possibility, electing in‐
stead  to  claim  that  security clearances  are  an
overused  (and  unacceptable)  civil  service  prac‐
tice. 

Those sympathetic to Kinsman and Gentile’s
ideological  positions  on  the  nature  of  the  state
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and national  security will  likely have few prob‐
lems with many of the issues that I have raised in
this  review.  Indeed,  those  readers  who  share
these concerns will still be impressed by the de‐
tailed, compelling, and often moving stories of the
individuals whose lives were profoundly affected
by  Cold  War  security  practices  of  the  Canadian
state. The accounts are rich and detailed, and an
excellent source for those interested in the social
and political history of Cold War Canada. A com‐
panion  volume,  with  full-length  interview  tran‐
scripts, would be a welcome addition to the pri‐
mary-source base for both Canadian Cold War his‐
tory and queer history. 
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